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0. Introduction 

The Bantoanon language has borrowed from Spanish and English, as well as from Hiligaynon and 
Tagalog. All of these languages have exerted sociopolitical influence within the Bantoanon speaking area. 1 

Many of the borrowed words have been assimilated into the Bantoanon phonemic patterns. Many of 
these retain the phonemic structures of the donor language, and some show evidence of a midng of 
different phonemic patterns. The existence of at least two phonemic subsystems2 has made the analysis 
of Bantoanon rather complex, and like the approach of Robert A. French (1981) in 'The Phonology of 
Romblomanon', it was decided to focus first on the phonology of native b an to anon^ words and then to 
consider the added phonemic patterns and phonemes resulting from borrowing. 

1. Higher level phonology 

Higher level phonological units have been analyzed only briefly but some comments will be included 
here regarding them. In general, distinctive features which differentiate higher phonological units from 
lower ones also dominate the lower level features. 

1.1. Phonological paragraph 

The highest phonological unit noted is the phonological paragraph. Its distinctive features, which 
differentiate it from the lower level breath group, include a downward trend in pitch and intensity fading 
into silence over the last pause segment. These features are found at the end of a thought pattern, and 
they signal the end of a story or a change of topic. 

1.2 Breath group 

The breath group is the next lower phonological unit and is distributed in the phonological paragraph. 
It is also the unit in which one or more pause groups are distributed. The boundaries of the breath group 
are marked by silence and breath intake, as well as  pitch variation and intensity. It begins with a mid 
pitch or high pitch falling to a down glide on the final syllable for a statement. For interrogatives marked 
by a question word, there is a slight up glide to a mid pitch level on the final syllable. Unmarked 
interrogatives have a more noticeable up glide to high pitch level on the final syllable. Other variations 
at this level include high pitch, intensity and speed at the onset of the breath group, and mid to high 
pitch, rising intensity and length on the final syllable of the unit. 

1 3  Pause group 

The pause group serves as the matrix for the stress group. The nucleus of a pause group is a stress 
group which carries more intensity than the other stress groups. Slightly higher pitch usually accompanies 
intensity. In present data, the nucleus occurs on the first stress group of the pause group unless the first 
stress group is a noun or adverb marker, then it occurs on the final stress group. 

Bantoanon is spoken in the province of Romblon, in Southern Tagalog Region rv, in the central Philippines. It is 
one of the three languages spoken in the province, but not the lingua franca of the province. There are some es- 
timated 50,000 speakers of the language, which is sometimes called Bantoanon and other times Odionganon or 
Asi. The speakers live on a number of small islands, but have one growing port of access, Odiongan. Bantoanon is 
classified in the same group of languages as Romblomanon and Hiligaynon (Zorc 1977). 

' lhe "two phonemic subsystems" refer to one based on Philippine languages (i.e. Bantoanon, Tagalog and 
Hiligaynon) in combination with an Indo-European one (i.e. Spanish and English). 

"Native Bantoanon" words are assumed to be without any recognizable Spanish or English influence. Any in- 
fluence from other Philippine languages like Tagalog or Hiligaynon was considered part of the Bantoanon 
vocabulary, if they were either cognates or if the local Bantoanons considered the words to be so commonly used 
by them as to have become additional vocabulary as part of the Bantoanon language. 
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1.4 Stress group 

Stress is contrastive in Bantoanon words. A stress group is the phonological unit within which syllables 
are distributed. The nucleus of each stress group is the primary stressed syllable ['v] which may be 
optionally followed by one unstressed syllable. There is a slight pause at the junctures of the stress groups 
and a slight rise of pitch and intensity at the stress group nucleus. If the stress group nucleus is an open 
syllable, the vowel is slightly lengthened. Stress groups consisting of from one to four syllables have been 
observed in the language. 

Primary stress ['I favours the penultimate or ultimate syllable of the stress group. Secondary stress ["I 
may optionally occur on the second syllable preceding the syllable with primary stress. Secondary stress 
has the same features as primary stress, including vowel length on open syllables, but these features are 
weaker in all respects, especially pitch. 

In stressed closed syllables the vowel appears louder, rather than lengthened, though sometimes there 
may be a slight lengthening on stressed, word final closed syllables. 

Note: Glottal stop in the following phonetic transcriptions is signified by the symbol '7'. 

'vinegar' 

'bone' 

'parent' 
'elder sibling' 

'stomach' 
'where' 

'dove' 

If a word is formed by reduplication of the whole word base, secondary stress will usually occur on 
the same syllable as stress does in the base, but primary stress will shift to the penultimate syllable of the 
reduplicated base. 

[ba.'ril] 'gun' [ba."ril.'ba:.ril] 'toy gun' 

[ b a . ' ~ a ~ l  'house' [ba."yay.'ba:.yay] 'playhouse' 
['ta:.wo] 'person' ["ta.wo.'ta:.wo] 'miniature of a person' 
[ba.'kay] 'buy' [ba."kay.'ba:.kay] 'pretending to buy' 

However, a contrast was noted between the following in which case the second word of a pair involves 
stress shift to the final syllable of the reduplicated base as well as the base when it is not word final. 

2. Syllable patterns 

'house' 
'playhouse' 
'house to house' 
'go around' 

'wander round and round' 
'vagabond life' 

A syllable consists of an obligatory peak preceded by an obligatory onset and followed by an optional 
coda cv(c). Vowel phonemes (v) fill the peak slots and consonant phonemes (c) fill the margins. In the 
examples cited, syllables are distinguished within a word by the use of a period. In native Bantoanon 
words there are two unambiguous syllable types: cv, cvc. These are unrestricted in their distribution. 
Spanish loan words have brought the three additional syllable types: ccv, ccvc, cvcc. 
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Syllables of the cv type are illustrated in the following words: 

'also' 
'naming particle' 
'breast' 
'branch' 
'kick' 

'suddenly' 
'woman' 

Syllables of the cvc type are illustrated in the following words: 

'linking particle' 
'ang particle' 
'if 
'wall' 
'deliver' 
'help' 
'taste' 

Syllables of the ccv type are illustrated in the following words: 

/pritu/ 'fV 
ki t r i l  'bed' 
l tdtul  'order' 

Syllables of the ccvc type are illustrated in the following words: 

/plaggina/ 'large basin' 
Itragkisul 'fever' 

Syllables of the cvcc types are illustrated in the following words: 

['pir.daym] Ipirdayml 'amount' 
['beyn.te] hiynti! 'twenty' 

In the data collected so far, the first consonant of an onset cluster can be any consonant except /q/, 
In/, /w/, and Iyl. The second consonant of an onset cluster is limited to /I/, /r/, Is/, Iwl, and Iyl. In a coda 
cluster the initial consonant is always Iyl. The final consonant of a coda cluster is always a nasal. 

2.1 Interpretation of suspect  phones and sequences 

In accordance with the nonsuspect syllable patterns, the high vocoids [i] and [u] are considered to be: 

a) vowels lil and lul when they occur in syllable peaks, 

b) consonants Iwl and Iyl when they occur in the margins. 

Examples: 
[tui'ar] Ituyirl 
[uai'a?] Iwayiql 

'like that' 
'none' 
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There are no unambiguous w sequences in the data. Any that appear to be a w sequence are 
separated by a glottal stop when observed in careful speech. All word initial vocoids are preceded by 
glottal stop phonetically. 

Examples: 

  star] Iqistirl 'liveldwell' 
[?u.'yan] /quyin/ 'rain' 

Consonantal length has not been observed. 
In keeping with nonsuspect syllable patterns, single consonants between syllable peaks are interpreted 

as filling the onset of the second syllable. 

Examples: 
[ma.'tah] 

[bu.'bog] 
/mat51 'eye' 

/bubGq/ 'roof ridgecap' 

Similarly, all consonant sequences between syllable peaks for native Bantoanon words are interpreted 
as the first consonant filling the coda of the first syllable, and the second consonant filling the onset of 
the second syllable. 

Examples: 
[?~n.'dr?] 

lsug.ro!ll 

'no' 
'join' 

Some borrowed words have consonant sequences that must be interpreted as having a consonant cluster 
filling the onset of the first syllable, in keeping with the additional syllable patterns available for borrowed 
words. 

Example: 

[tra.'ba:.ho] Itrabihul 'work' 

Palatalized and labialized sequences occur mostly in loan words, and only in the onset margin of 
syllables. Sequences that are written like ciylcuw (where c is any consonant) as is the case in Pilipino, 
tend to be pronounced as two syllables, especially word medial. The Pilipino orthographical pattern using 
the intervening vowel does not cause much difficulty word initial, though here too the writers would 
normally exclude the intervening vowel if it were not for Pilipino education. Word medial the intervening 
vowel causes difficulty and should not be used. 

Example: 
(Pilipino) ['diar.yo] Idiyiryol 'newspaper' 

(Bantoanon) [ba.'dz~g] /badsirJ/-hadying1 'never mind' 

3. The phoneme 

The phoneme is the minimal phonological unit, and it is the filler of the syllable slots (Pike 
1967302-3%). There are nineteen segmental phonemes in native Bantoanon words, as well as the phoneme 
of stress. Of these, three are vowels and sixteen are consonants. 

Vowels: /i, a, ul 

Consonants: /p, b, t, d, k, g, q, h, s, 1, 1, m, n, g, w, Y/ 
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3.1 Vowels 

Vowels are distinguished from consonants by their syllabicity. The three vowels in native Bantoanon 
are produced, one each in the front, central and back areas of the mouth. 

Length or lengthening [with devoicing] word final, is a feature of vowels in stressed open syllables. 
The word final [devoicing] is like [h], replacing the vowel length found nonword final. This [h] is 
interpreted as a feature of stressed final syllables rather than as the coda of a cvc syllable. 

Since this is only a three vowel system each vowel has a wide range of phonetic variations, and it is 
often hard to distinguish the phonetic quality of variants. 

There are two features in the phonological word that determine which vowel allophone occurs. These 
are stress and syllable shape. 

Lower front and back vowel allophones occur poststress, and in all word final syllables. The central 
vowel remains low. 

Higher allophones of front and back vowels generally occur in the stressed nonword final syllable. 
Lower allophones occur in prestress or poststress positions. The lowest allophones occur poststress or 
word final. 

There is movement of vowel variants in closed syllables towards the position of the mid central vocoid 
[A], which is slightly less in prestress and stressed positions. The front and back vowel allophones 
centralize and lower, and the central vowel rises. 

Example: [i] - [L], [u] - [o], [a]- [A]. 

(Note: The [u] typed throughout this paper is the phone [u] but since there is no distinct phone [u] in 
this phonology, the paper is typed using the symbol [u]) 

In words consisting of two closed syllables with nonword final stress and having the same vowel the 
vowel quality, which occurs in the stressed nucleus, also occurs in the unstressed nucleus. 

Example: 

['bug.tuq] -['bog.toq] hiigtuql 'only child' 

Sometimes the stressed syllable allophone will appear higher than the poststress one, in accordance 
with the general movement of vowels to the mid central vocoid position. 

Examples: 
['bug.toq] /biigtuql 

['ki:.wt] %wit/ 
'only child' 

'go crooked' 

In words of more than two syllables, the prestress and stressed syllables will manifest the higher 
allophone of front and back vowels, 

Examples: 
[br.li.'bid] hilibid1 'type of palm' 

[sug.'bu:.h~n] /sugbiihan/ 'sunset' 

but the lower allophone of the central vowel. 

Example: 

[ka.'lam.p~g] Ikalimpagl 'noise when something falls' 

The higher allophones of front and back vowels occur in stressed syllables. Allophones tend to be 
higher in closed syllables also. The lower allophones occur in word initial and word final positions in 
unstressed syllables, with the lowest allophone word final. The allophone [el only occurs in open syllables 
in word initial and word final positions. 
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The higher allophone of the central vowel occurs in closed syllables. The low allophone occurs prestress 
or in stressed open syllables. Allophones tend to lower word final. 

Allophone occurrence in closed syllables: 
allophones CVC.'CVC.CVC# (# symbolizes end of word) 

of / i /  1 1 1  

/u/ u-0 u-0 0 

lal a -  A A 

Allophone occurrence in open syllables: 
allophones CV.'C.V.CVX 
of / i /  i-1-e i i-1-e 
/u/ u-0 U 0 

lal a-A a a-A 

Examples. Nonword final stress on open syllables: 

f/ ['?i:.hi?] /qihiq/ 'urinate' 
['pi:.st?] Ipisiql 'rope' 
['hi:.pir] /hipir/ 'storelpack' 

Nonword final stress on closed syllables: 
['gah.?i] -['gab.?e] Igibqil 'night' 

['rl!l.n!ll IrigrirjJ 'wall' 

Word final stress on closed syllables: 
[?i.'wih] /iwO 'scorpion' 
[ri.'?in] -[rr."hn] lriqinl 'where? 
[?i.'tom] - [?i.'tom] Iqitbml 'black' 

Examples. Nonword final stress on open syllables: 

lu/ ['7u:.yo] /qGyu/ 'head' 
~su:.so] /sGsul 'breast' 

[7u.'yu:.n~n] -[?o.'yu:.n~n] Iquyhan! 'pillow' 

Nonword final stress on closed syllables: 
['bug.to?] - ['bog.to?] /bfigtuq/ 'breaklsnap' 

Word final stress on closed syllables: 
[?u:nor] - [?o.'nor] /qunGr/ 'contents' 

Examples. Nonword final stress on open syllables: 
/a/ ['?a:.ga] lqigal 'morning' 

['sa:.b~k] IsibaW 'pregnant' 
[?a.'sa:.wa] /qadwa/ 'spouse' 

['?ag.sam] - [ '?~g.s~m] Iqigsaml 'graze' 
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Nonword final stress on closed syllables: 

['bak.tm] - ['bak.t~n] lbiktinl 'pig' 
['pak.pak] - ['pak.pak] IpikpaM 'wing' 

Word final stress on closed syllables: 

[?u.'pahJ Iqupil 'chaff 

[sa.'bat] - [sa.'bnt] /sabit/ 'answer' 
[sak.'yan] -[s~k.'yan] IsakyAnI 'ride' 

The lowering of front and back vowel variants in relation to stress and syllable shape has been 
presented with a view to clarifying orthographical preferences that are made when Bantoanons use five 
vowels as in Spanish and English, rather than only three which are phonemically sufficient for native 
Bantoanon words. 

3.1.1 Vowel contrasts 

Bantoanon vowels: front central back 

I a u 

The vowel phonemes contrast in the following words: 

Examples. Closed syllables: 
a and i: ['rag.rag] 

l*ng.rKtl 

/rigrag/ 'dry over fire' 
/rigrig/ 'wall' 

Open syllables: 

[ha.%:] /haw 'here' 
[hr.'law] /hiliw/ 'unripe' 

Word final open syllables: 
['pa:.ta] /pita/ 'lower leg of animal' 
['pa:.ti] /piti/ 'believe' 

Examples. Closed syllables: 

a and u: ['bar.bar] 

['bur.bor] 

/birbar/ 'wind up' 

bGrbur1 'wrap to cook' 

Open syllables: 

['?a:.got] ligutl 'cry to follow' 
['vu:.gon] /GgunI 'splinter' 

Word final open syllables: 

[ma.'ta:] /mati/ 'eye' 
[ba.'to:] batGI 'stone' 
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Examples. Closed syllables: 
i and u: ['trg.t~g] Itigtig 'hitltap' 

['tug.tog] Itfigtug 'stand on top of 

Open syllables: 
[?i.'ba:] Iqibil 'other' 
[?u.'bo:] IqubGW 'cough' 

Word final open syllables: 

['ta:.?] ltiqil 'faeces' 
[ta.'?~:] /taqG/ 'give' 

3.12 Vowel phonemes 

li/ 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. All front allophones are unfounded and voiced: 

[i] High close front vocoid. Occurs in nonword final, open stressed syllables. 

[i] - 111 High close front vocoid fluctuates with high open front vocoid in open 
prestress syllables. 

[il - [el High close front vocoid fluctuates with mid close front vocoid in word final, 
open syllables. 

[L] - [a] High open front vocoid fluctuates with mid close central vocoid in word final 
poststress closed syllables ending in Irl. 

[El - [L] Mid open front vocoid fluctuates with high open front vocoid in Spanish and 
English loan words where e is written. 

[L] High open front vocoid occurs in all closed syllables. 

[il High close front vocoid occurs elsewhere. 

Examples. Open syllables with nonword final stress: 
["X~L?]  Iqihiql 'urine' 

['hi:.t~?] Ihitaql 'thigh' 
['pri:.to] Ipritul 'fry' (SP) 

['si:.p~t] lsipitl 'clasp under the arm' 
['hi:.prr]- ['hi:.par] hipirl 'storelpack' 

['ki:.lir] - ['ki:.lar] /kilir/ 'underarm' 

Examples. Closed syllables with nonword final stress: 
[ ' r~g.r~g] trigrig 'wall' 

['bm.hor] binhurl 'feeling pins and needles' 
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Examples. Closed syllables with word final stress: 

l7lt1 /qiU 'ng particle' 
[pak.'hs] /paklis/ 'peeling skin' 
[71.'ptt] - [7i.'p~t] IqipiU 'hair clip' 
[r1.'7~n] - [ri."hn] Iriqinl 'where?' 

Examples. Prestress syllables: 
[?i.'kaw] - [7t.'kaw] Iqikiwl 
[ni.'dog] - [n~.'dog] /nidGg/ 

[71.'tom] - [7i.'tom] /qitGm/ 

'you' 
'coconut' 

'black' 

Examples. Poststress syllables 
['ka:.tri] MtrU 'bed' (Sp) 

['gab.?i] - ['gab.?e] /gibqi/ 'night' 
[ka.'ba:.di] - [ka.'ba:.de] Ikabidii 'woman' 

The allophone [E] occurs in Spanish and English loan words where the donor language use e, but in 
Bantoanon it fluctuates with the native pattern which uses the high open allophone [I] in the same 
environment. 

Examples of allophones [E] - [I] [I]: 
['ber.de]- ['blr.de] /birdi/ 
['pwe:.ra] - ['pw:.ra] Ipmral 

[mer.'ka:.do] - [mtr.'ka:.do] /mirk6du/ 
[mi.'yen.tr~s] - [mi.'ym.tr~s] Imiyintrad 

'green' (Sp) 
'except' (Sp) 

'market' (Sp) 
'meanwhile' (Sp) 

Note: There is one particle in Bantoanon which may be an occurrence of the front vowel preceding 
/y/ but the phonetic quality of this sequence is uncertain. 

Orthographically it is already written ey 'already'. Example: 

[7ih] or [viy] or [yeh] or [7ey] /qiy/ 'already' 

/a/ 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. All central allophones are unrounded, voiced and 

open: 

[a] - [A] Low central vocoid fluctuates with mid central vocoid in closed syllables. 

[a] Low central vocoid occurs elsewhere in all open syllables. 

Examples. Open syllables with nonword final stress: 
['?a:.ga] lqigal 'morning' 
['ba:.ta] lb5tal 'young' 
['tra:.to] /tritu/ 'order' (Sp) 
['7ad.law]- ['?~d.law] Jqidlawl 'day' 
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Examples. Closed syllables with nonword final stress: 
['pak.p~k] - ['pak.pak] IpikpaW 'wing' 

['7ag.sam] - ['7ag.sam] /qigsam/ 'graze' 
['pan.ti] -['pan.ti] /pinti/ 'fishhook' 

['bak.tm] - ['bak.tin] /biktin/ 'pig' 

Examples. Closed syllables with word final stress: 

[ma.'tah] /mati/ 'eye' 
[wk.'yan]-[sak.'yan] /sakyin/ 'ride' 
[ba.'t~g]-[ba.'tag] /batip/ 'banana' 

Examples. Prestress syllables: 
[va.'gor] /qagGr/ 'so that' 

[pak.'lis] - [p~k.'lrs] /paklis/ 'peeling skin' 

[trag.'ka:.so]-[trag.'ka:.so] /tragkbu/ 'fever' (Sp) 

Examples. Poststress syllables: 
[?a.'ba:.ga] /qabiga/ 
[*sun.rag] -['sun.rag] /s&nrarJ1 

'shoulder' 
'bolobush knife' 

lu/ 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. All back allophones are rounded and voiced.: 

[ul- to] High open vocoid fluctuates with mid close vocoid inclosed syllables and 
prestress open syllables. 

[o] Mid close vocoid occurs in word final open syllables, 

[u] High open vocoid occurs elsewhere. 

Examples. Open syllables with nonword final stress: 

['tu:.br?] /t&biq/ 'water' 
['pu:.to] /pGtu/ 'rice cake' 

['7u:.ba]- ['vu:.ba] lqGbal 'undress' 

Examples. Closed syllables with nonword final stress: 
['kut.kut] -['kot.kot] /k&tkut/ 'dig' 

['bug.tog]- ['bog.tog] /bGgturJ1 'only child' 

Examples. Closed syllables with word final stress: 
[7u.'boh] -[7o.'boh] lqub&l 'cough' 
[7u.'nor]- [70.'nor] /qun&r/ 'contents' 
[tug.'rok] -[tog.'rok] ItugrGW 'build' 
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Examples. Prestress syllables: 
[pu.'toh] lputirl 'youngest child' 

[bu.'tog] - [bo.'toq] /butGgJ 'green coconut' 
[7u.'yu:.n~n] - [7o.'yu:.nan] /qu@nan/ 'pillow' 

Examples. Poststress syllables: 
[*su:.so] kGsul 'breast' 
['sug.bo] - ['sog.bo] hGgbul '(sun) sets' 

3.2. Consonants 

32.1. Consonant contrasts 

The sixteen consonants are bilabial, alveolar, velar and glottal. 

bilabials 

stops (voiceless) P 
(voiced) b 

fricatives 

nasals m 
laterals 

vibrants 
semivowels w 

alveolars velars glottals 

t k ? 

d g 

S h 

n IJ 
1 
r 

Y 

The consonant phonemes contrast in the following words. Examples are listed in order of word initial, 
word medial and word final contrast: 

Examples: 

p and b: [pu.'no?] 
[bu.'no?] 

b and w: ['ba:.gi] 

['wa:.grt.] 

t and d: [ta.'moq] 

[da.'mot.] 

/punGq/ 'fill' 
/bunGq/ 'stab' 

/qimpuq/ 'staunch a wound' 

Iqimbuql 'contribution' 

hu$pl 'blow' 
/ k u ~ b /  'capsize' 

b ig i l  'wheelbarrow' 
/wigit/ 'lose' 

Itibuql 'dipper' 
ltiwul 'person' 

/&tbsab/ 'chew cud' 

/dwsaw/ 'dip in sauce' 

Itam61y 'blanket' 
IdamGtl 'hand' 
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'saint' (Sp) 

'singleUvest' 

(nonword final contrast) 
['prd.lrt.] 'pinch' 

d and r: ['da:.wi] 

['ra:.mt.] 
'key' 
'pass something to 

someone' 

'uncircumcised' 
'headscarf 

(nonword final contrast) 

['bar.bar] 'wind up' 

d and 1: ['da:ti] 

['la:.ta] 
'formerly' 

'canltin' 

'somewhere near' 

'seedlings' 

(nonword final contrast) 
[ba.'trl] 'sailing boat' 

t and s: ['ta:.?ob] 

['sa:.?ob] 
'high tide 

'houseclothing' 

'breaWsnap' 
'kind of fish' 

'bitter' 
'corn' 

k and g: [' ku:.yag] 

lagu:.~a?l1 

'inadequate' 
'sow' 

'pig' 

'bell' 

'pregnant' 
'dry roast' 

k and q: ['hy.do] 

['"~y.ho] 
Ikiydul 

lqiyhul 

'cook rice' 

'pestle' 

'bundle' 
'whole' 
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['sa:.b~k] 
['St:.pA7] 

IdbaW 

Idpaql  

'pregnant' 
'river' 

k and h: ['ka:.da] 
['ha:.d~g] 

'eve@ 
'bright' 

'dig' 

'take advantage of 

'throw out' 
'how much' 

g and q: ['gu:.sok] 

['l)u:.so~] 

'rib' 

'upper Lip' 

'typhoon' 

'fragrant' 

'ang particle' 

'forIt0' 

q and zero: [7~g]  
(nonword initial contrast) 

'and' 

'to push face into st.' 

'spook' 

'our' 
'landlord' 

q and h: [7a:.'mo7] 

[ha.'mo] 

'monkey' 

'diaper' 

'to push face into st.' 

'crumbs' 

lqapiql 

IqupU 

'muteldumb' 
'chafl' 

h and s: ['hi:.m~7] 
['si:.m~7] 

lhimaql 
Isimaql 

'dirt in folds of skin' 
'barb of arrow' 

IruhU 

lqud l  

'two' 

'one' 

[li'mah] 
[li. 'm~s] 

'five' 
'bail water' 



s and y: ['sa:.y~?] 
['ya:.ya] 

m and n: [ m ~ n ]  

[ n 4 l  

n and g: ['na:.nr?] 

[ga.'ga:] 

I and r: ['lu:.g~y] 

['m:.g~y] 

I and w: ['lr?.lr?] 

['wil.wLl] 
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'sift' 

'weave' 

'smell of urine' 

'fragrant' 

'huny' 
'wave something' 

'too' 
'older woman' 

'to kindle a fire' 
'child' 

'sharp' 

'leap' 

'pus' 

'open your mouth' 

'termites' 
'suitable clothes' 

'slope towards' 
'clifP 

'unbraided hair' 

'long time' 

'rest one's head on' 

'bolo/bush knife' 

'talkative' 
'twin' 

'peep' 

'to hang loose' 

'draw back' 
'light a lamp' 

'to chisel' 

'chick' 
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1 and y: ['la:.yas] 

rya:.ya] 
fliyas/ 'to run away' 

lyiyal 'weave' 

/binlad 'landslide' 

/bhnyag/ 'water plants' 

/budV 'muzzle' 
/budy/ 'waterfall' 

3.2.2 Consonant phonemes 

The bilabial, alveolar and velar stops have voiceless and voiced phonemes. 

Stops: /p/ I%/ 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution. (These bilabial allophones are all voiceless): 

/PI [PI Unaspirated unreleased stop occurs syllable final. 

[PI - [phi Unaspirated released stop fluctuates with the 
aspirated released stop word initial. 

[PI Unaspirated released stop occurs elsewhere. 

'winnow' 

'youngest sibling' 

'faithful' 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution. 

/b/ PI Voiced bilabial unaspirated stop occurs syllable initial 
and syllable final. 

The two bilabial stops /p/ and /bl contrast in minimal or near minimal pairs of words 

Examples. Word initial: 

[pu.'no?] /punhq/ 
[bu.'no?] buniiql 

['pu:.to] Ipfituql 
['bu:.to?] /bfituql 

'fill' 

'stab' 

'rice cake' 
'penis 

Examples. Word medial: 

['ha:.po?] /hipuq/ 'breathless' 
['ta:.bo?] Itibuql 'dipper' 
[?ap.'?at.] Iqapqitl 'four' 
[ka.'tab.?~q] IkatibqarJ1 'tasteless' 
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Examples. Word final: 

[hu.'yop] Ihuyhpl 
[ku.'yob] IkuyGbI 
[ta.'hop] ltahhpl 

['tak.yob] ltikyubl 

'blow' 
'capsize' 
'winnow' 

'lid' 

Stops: It/ /dl 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution. These alveodental allophones are all voiceless: 

/t/ F.1 Unaspirated unreleased stop occurs syllable final. 

[tl - [thl Unaspirated released stop fluctuates with an aspirated 
released stop word initial. 

[t 1 Unaspirated released stop occurs elsewhere, 

'carry in hand' 
'person' 

'duck' 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution 

/dl [dl Voiced alveodental unaspirated stop occurs 
syllable initial and syllable final, though not word final 

The two alveodental stops It/ and Id/ contrast in minimal and near minimal pairs of words 

Examples. Word initial: 
['ta:.wo] Itiwul 'person' 

['da:.wi] ldiwil 'key' 
[ta.'mog] ltamhr~l 'blanket' 

[da.'mot.] Idamhtl 'hand' 

Examples. Word medial: 

[ba.'toh] /bat61 'stone' 
(ba.'doh] badGI 'pound' 

['san.to] /sintu/ 'saint' 

['san.do] /sindu/ 'singletlvest' 
['btt..btt.] bitbit1 'carry in hand' 
['bad.log] b i d l u g  'kind of fish' 
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Stops: M /g/ 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution. These velar allophones are all voiceless: 

kl Fk.1 Unreleased stop occurs syllable final. 

[kl- [khl Unaspirated released stop fluctuates with velar 
aspirated released stop word initial. 

[kl Unaspirated released stop occurs elsewhere 

['p~k..pnk.] IpakpaW 'wing' 
['ku:.to] - ['khu:.to] /kGtu] 'louse' 

['t~g.ko?] /tigku/ 'hit one's head' 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution 

/g/ [gl Voiced velar unaspirated stop occurs syllable initial 
and syllable final. 

The hvo velar stops kl and /g/ contrast in minimal or near minimal pairs of words. 

Examples. Word initial: 

['ku:.y~gl /kiryarJ/ 

['gu:.y'+gl /gGyarJ/ 
[ki.'n~7] /kiniq/ 

[gi.'nrg] /ginirJ/ 

'inadequate' 

'SOW' 

'that' 
'water pot' 

Examples. Word medial: 
[ ~ U . ' ~ A W ]  lqirkawi 'shout' 
['lu:.g~w] AGgawI 'porridge' 
['bak..trn] b ik t in i  'pig' 

['bag.trg] /bigtirJ/ 'bell' 

Examples. Word final: 

['sa:.b~k.] lsibaW 

['sa:.b~g] Isibagl 
[ya.'trk.] IyatiW 

['ka:.trg] /kitig/ 

'pregnant' 

'dry roast' 
'make coconut oil' 

'outrigger' 

Stop: lql 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution 

17 Voiceless glottal stop occurs syllable initial and syllable final. 

The voiceless glottal stop is contrasted with other voiceless phonemes /ti, IW, ihl and /zero/ its own 
absence in the following examples. It does not contrast with its own absence syllable initial. 
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Examples. Word initial: 

pay.ho] /qiyhu/ 'pestle' 
['tay.bo] Itiybul 'dust' 
['kay.do] kiydul 'cook rice' 

['hay.b07] Ihiybuql 'eat greedily' 

Examples. Word medial: 
P u . ' ~ A ~ ]  

P u . ' ~ A ~ ]  

[tu.'kAd 
[ru.'hag] 

['bug.?at.] 
['bug.tog] 

['bug.kos] 
['bug.hat.] 
['mu?.mu?] 

['but.but] 
['buk..buk.] 
['muh.muh] 
['mu:.mu?] 

Examples. Word final: 

['sa:.pa?] 
[sa.'bat.] 

['sa:.bak.] 
[7u.'pah] 

['?a:.pa] 
[?a.'pa7] 
['bi:.k~?] 
['bi:.ht.] 

['ha:.gak.] 
[bi.'kah] 

['bi:.ka] 

'crazy' 

'put' 
'a prop' 

'two' 
'heavy' 
'only child' 

'bundle' 

'relapse' 
'to push face into st.' 
'hernia' 

'wood borer' 
'crumbs' 
'spook' 

'river' 
'answer' 

'pregnant' 
'chafe 

'ice cream cone' 

'muteldumb' 
'legs apart' 
'aboard' 

'asthma' 
'cracked' 

'split open' 

Fricatives: Is/ /h/ 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. These fricative allophones are all grooved: 

Is/ 61 Voiceless alveopalatal fricative occurs following the 

voiceless alveodental stop 111. 

[?I Voiced alveopalatal fricative occurs following the 
voiced alveodental stop /dl. 

Is] Voiceless alveolar fricative occurs elsewhere 

(syllable initial and syllable final). 
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The affricate sequences occur word medial and in some word initial positions, but since the majority 
seem to be loan words from languages such as English and Tagalog, and since there arc no other 
unambiguous syllable patterns allowing a cc sequence in native Bantoanon, these have been treated as 
loan word additions. 

Examples: 

['tSamba] 
['diaryo] 

Itsimbal 'luck' 

Idsiryol 'newspaper' 

/tshpa/ 'cup measure' 
ldsipl 'jeep' (Eng) 

Sometimes the alveolar allophone [s] sounds more like the alveopalatal allophone [5] but it is a feature 
of different ideolects. The voiceless alveolar fricative Is/ is contrasted with the voiceless alveodental stop 
It1 in the following examples. 

Examples. Word initial: 

['sam.bo] Isimbul 
['tam.pa?] ltimpal 

['sa:.?ob] Isiqubl 
['ta:.?ob] Itiqubl 

Examples. Word medial: 

['rug.so?] 
['bug.to?] 
[Iit.'Son] 
[bad.'i~g] 

['ha:.s~g] 
['bat.hg] 
[tad.'Lw] 

Irhgsuql 
/bhgtuq/ 
Aitsiinl 
/badsirJ/ 

/hisag 
/bitsag/ 
Itaddwl 

/bisag/ 

/lipsag/ 

'foster a child' 
'slap one's face' 

'housedress' 
'high tide' 

'kind of fish' 
'breaUsnap' 

'roast pig' 
'never mind' 
'gills' 
'feel inside' 

'large water pot' 
'brealdsmash' 

'infant' 

Examples. Word final: 
[ma.'?rs] Imaqisl 'corn' 

[pa.'?rt-] lpaqitl 'bitter' 

Phoneme allophone description and distribution 

/hl [hl Voiceless glottal fricative occurs syllable initial and 
syllable final. 

The glottal fricative lhl occurs word final when no other consonant occurs. However when the word 
final syllable is unstressed the presence of /hl is so light that it has not been written in this phonetic 
transcription. When the word final syllable is stressed the friction is stronger, and though it has been 
written in the phonetic data given in this paper, it has been interpreted as a feature associated with stress. 
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The  fricative m/, and Is/ are contrasted in the following words. 

Examples. Word initial: 
['hi:.w~?] Ihiwaql 
['si:.~~?] Isipaql 

Examples. Word medial: 
['?i:.haw] Iqihawl 
[ki.'saw] /kisiw/ 

'slice' 
'kick' 

'slaughter' 
'reflex movement' 

'two' 
'one' 

/mGhmu/ 'crumbs' 
/mGsmus/ 'make a face' 

Examples. Word final: 
[li.'mah] Aim&/ 
[li.'m~s] /lim&sl 

'five' 
'hail water' 

The fricative /h/ is contrasted with voiceless consonants Iql and /k/ in the following words. 

Examples. Word initial: 
['hi:.wa?] /hiwaq/ 
['?i:.l~?] Iqilaql 
['ki:.lay] M a y /  

Examples. Word medial: 
['?u:.haw] IqGhawI 
[yu.'?aw] Iyuqiwl 
[?u.'kaw] Iqhkawl 

'slice' 
'envy' 
'eyebrow' 

'thirst' 
'appearlcome out: 
'shout' 

Examples. Word final: 
['muh.muh] ImGhmul 'crumbs' 
['mu?.mu?] ImGqmuql 'to push face into something' 
['muk..muk.] ImGkmuW 'full mouth' 

Nasals: /m/ In1 IrJ1 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. All nasal allophones are voiced: 

lml [ml Bilabial nasal occurs syllable initial and syllable final. 

In/ In] Alveolar nasal occurs syllable initial and syllable final. 

/IJ/ [!I] Velar nasal occurs syllable initial and syllable final 
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The nasals lml, In/ and /g/ are contrasted in the following words. 

Examples. Word initial: 

['ma:.may] lmimayl 'Mommy' 
['na:.mo?] lnimuql 'our (exclusive)' 

['qa:.stq] /qbsig/ 'todaylnow' 

[man] /man/ 'too' 

[nag] Inad  'older woman' 
['qa:.y~n] lqiyanl 'name' 

Examples. Word medial: 
['?a:.mat.] Iqimatl 
['?a:.n~t] IqinaV 

['?a:.q~t.] IqiqaV 
['tam.?rs] Itimqid 

['tan.7a] /tinqa/ 
['daq.?rt.] Idiqqitl 

'start to leave' 
'followlgo later' 
'raise' 
'sweet' 

'hope to' 
'eel' 

Examples. Word final: 
['rrm.nm] Irimriml 'sip' 

['tm.trn] Itintin/ 'constantly moving' 
['rrr~.ruq] Iriqriqt 'wall' 
[ta.'yom] Itayiiml 'sharp' 

[ta.'yon] I tayhl  'leap' 

[ta.'~oLl] Itayiid 'eggplant' 

Lateral: fll 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution 

[I] Voiced alveolar lateral occurs syllable initial and syllable final. 

The lateral /V is not commonly found syllable final. 

Vibrant: Irl 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. These vibrant allophones are all voiced and follow 

other voiced allophones when they occur in sequence: 

[i] - [di] Alveolar flapped vibrant fluctuates with the sequence of alveodental stop 
followed by alveolar flapped vibrant following alveolar nasal In/. 

[:I - If] Alveolar flapped vibrant fluctuates with the alveolar trilled vibrant 
syllable initial and syllable final. 

The fluctuation of allophones [i] and [di] seem to be the result of ideolects. The flapped allophone 
[i] is the most frequently heard allophone. The occurrences of the allophones of 111 are illustrated in the 
following words in word initial, word medial and word final positions. 
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[ii.'lih]-[ii.'lih] Irilil 'here' 

['pai.ti] - ['pai.ti] Ipirtil 'share' 
['tia:.po] Itripul 'raglcloth' (Sp) 

[tiag.'ka:.so] Itraqkisul 'fever' (Sp) 

['?in.ia] - ['?in.dia] Iqinral 'their' 

[ 'lk.g~i] -['li:.g~i] fligarl 'roll' 

The following words illustrate the contrasts between the lateral N and the vibrant /r/. 

Examples. Word initial: 
['lu:.g~y] fliigayl 'unbraided hair' 

Examples. Word medial: 
['gul.pi] 
['tui.pi] 
['pal.ta] 

['pai.ti] 
[ka.'tun.Ln] 

['sun.i~q] 
['pun.la] 

['sm.ia] - ['s~n.dia] 

Examples. Word final: 
[ha.'t~l] /batill 

[ha.'tir] hatirl  
['hi:.mtl] himill 

['7u:.mir] Iq&rnirl 

'long time' 
'to hemstitch' 

'here' 

'suddenly' 
'stupid' 
'absent' 

'share' 
'throat' 

'bolo/bush knife' 
'seedlings' 

'they' 

'sailing boat' 

'protruding stomach' 
'touchhandle' 

'do for someone' 

Examples. Second member of consonant cluster: 
[plaq.'ga:.na] Iplaqginal 'large basin' (Sp) 

[tiag.'ka:.so] /traqkisu/ 'fever' (Sp) 
['pli:.ti] Iplitil 'fare' (Sp) 

['pii:.to] Ipritul 'fry' (SP) 

Semivowels: /w/ Iyl 
Phoneme allophones description and distribution. These nonsyllahic allophones are all voiced, high and 

close: 

Back rounded nonsyllabic vocoid occurs syllable initial 
and syllable final (bilabial vocoid). 

/Y/ [Y] Front unrounded nonsyllahic vocoid occurs syllable 
initial and syllable final (palatal vocoid). 
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The two semivowels /w/ and /y/ have been interpreted as consonants on the basis of unambiguous 
syllable patterns. The bilabial vocoid is /w/ and the palatal vocoid is /y/. There is only one occurrence of 
a vowel of the same height and frontness preceding the semivowel with the same height and frontness. 
This is the previously stated example of the particle [Vey] iqiyl 'already'. Other than this, /y/ never closes 
a syllable which has lil in the nucleus, and /w/ never closes a syllable which has lul as its nucleus. The 
semivowels are contrasted in the following words. 

Examples. Word initial: 

Examples. Word medial: 
rta:.wo] ItSwuI 

['ba:.yo] /biyu/ 

['tawgal Itiwgal 
['tay.bo] Itiybul 

'sprinkle' 

'go beyond reach' 

'person' 
'widow(er)' 

'call someone' 

'dust' 

Examples. Word final: 
['ki:.l~w] /kilaw/ 'to eat raw' 
['ki:.lny] /kilay/ 'eyebrow' 
[7i.'stw] Iqisiwl 'chick' 

['PUY.PUY] Ipfiypuyl 'to tap* 

3 3  Stress 

There is contrastive stress in Bantoanon. It is manifested as length on the vowel nucleus of open 
syllables, but in closed syllables the prominence is usually voice emphasis or loudness. In word final open 
syllables the vowel has a breathy quality similar to length but phonologically sounding like a vowel 
followed by [h]. This [h] has been written in the phonetic transcription used in this paper, and even though 
[h] is a phoneme in Bantoanon, this particular [h] is interpreted as a feature of stress. The only case 
where this might be questioned is where there is reduplication of syllables ending in [h] such as 
['muh.muh] Imfihmul 'crumbs'. Such a syllable linal word medial occurrence of lhl is rare, but it does 
occur. Also when words ending in an open syllable (with a phonetic [h] word final) are affixed an /h/ 
will occur. 

A pitch difference is not consistent. Sometimes the whole syllable is also lengthened or there is a 
slowing of the speed so that the syllables appear so similar that it is hard to distinguish which one is 
stressed. This difficuly is more noticeable with words of two closed syllables. The contrasting stress in 
illustrated in the following words. 

Itfikubl 
Itukibl 

kitaql 
/kit$ 

Iqfibusl 
Iqubfisl 
lsipitl 
lsipitl 

'devour' 

'strike of a snake' 

'see' 
'we (inclusive)' 

'used up' 
'down below' 
'to clasp under one's arm' 

'clothespin' 
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4. Residue 

Numerous consonant clusters appear as a result of the widespread incorporation of loan words into 
the language. The clusters are combinations which have various consonants as  the first member, excluding 
Iql, I@, Iwl and Iyl. The  second member is restricted to A/, /r/, Is/, Iwl and Iyl. 

Words having N as the second member of a cluster are exemplified in the following: 

PI [plag.'ga:.na] I p l a~~g ina l  'large basin' 
['plan.tsa] /plintsa/ 'iron' 

lblaqkitil 'talcum powder' 

/bliqkul 'blank' 

Iklirul 'clear (understanding)' 

Mis i /  'classlkind' 

Words having Irl as  the second member of a cluster are exemplified in the following: 

P' ['pri:.to] 
br ['bra:.so] 
tr [tra.'ba:.ho] 

dr ['dra:.ma] 
kr ['krts.t~l] 

gr ['gri: .pol 

Ipritul 'fry' 
lbrisul 'upperarm' 
Itrabihul 'work' 

Idrimat 'a play' 
Ikristall 'glass' 

/gripu/ 'faucet' 

Words having Iwl as  the second member of a cluster are exemplified in the following: 

Ipwiral 'except' 

lbwiltal 'to return somewhere' 
Ikwirtal 'money' 

/gwipu/ 'handsome' 
Iswildul 'wageslsalary' 

Words having /y/ as the second member of a cluster are exemplified in the following: 

PY ['ltm.pyo] /limpyu/ 'clean' 
by ['byEr.nEs] lbyirnisl 'Friday' 

t Y ['ty&m.po] -['tS&m.po] /tyimpu/ 'time' 

dy ['dyai.yo] - ['diai.yo] ldyiryul 'newspaper' 

SY ['syci.to] Isyirtul 'certainlsure' 
mY ['mycn.ti~s] Imyintrasl 'meanwhile' 

Words having 1st as  the second member may be affricates in the donor language but are reinterpreted 
using Bantoanon phonemes. In Bantoanon there is little difference between Ityl and the affricate tSlch, 
and between Idyl and the affricate dilj.  The voiceless alveolar affricate [tS] is reinterpreted as !ts/. 

ts [71.'tSah] -[7tt..'Sah] IqitsAI 'throw' 

['mai.tSa] lmirtsal 'march' 
['tSu:.pa] /tsCpa/ 'cup measure' 
['tSa:.nt7] ltsiniql 'tweezers' 
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The voiced alveolar affricate [di] is reinterpreted as Idyl. 

dy [diis] Idyisl 'ten' 
[diip] Idyipl 'jeep' 
[ta.'dioq] - [tad.'ioq] I tadyhj  'long wraparound skirt' 

The syllable initial consonant clusters also result in word medial three member clusters which are not 
found in native Bantoanon words. Only a few examples have been elicited so far. 

Imyintrasl 'meanwhile' 
lqisplikirl 'explain' 

Khpyul 'clean' 

Iplivttral 'iron' 

There is only one syllable final consonant cluster which has been elicited so far. This is also a Spanish 
loan word, and the first member is the semivowel lyl. 

['per.daym] lpirdayml 'amount' 
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